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[In these minutes: 1. Improving Teaching and Learning Plans for the year, 2. PeopleSoft Update, 3. Telephone
Update, 4. Goals and Objectives for the year]

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES COMMITTEE (SCIT)

MINUTES

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1999
10:30 - 12:00
300 MORRILL HALL

[These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota Senate or
Twin Cities Campus Assembly; none of the comments, conclusions, or actions reported in these minutes represent
the view or, nor are they binding on the Senate or Assembly, the Administration, or the Board of Regents.]

PRESENT:
William Peterson (chair), Ann Hill Duin, Phil Goodrich, Harold Grotevant, Andy Lopez, Marcel Richter, April
Schwartz.

REGRETS: Steve Cawley, James Chelikowsky, Stephen Downing, Myron Lowe, Charlene Mason.

ABSENT: Susan Galatowitsch, Laura Gurak.

GUESTS: Jodie Berg-Combs, Linda Jorn, John Miller, Shih-Pau Yen.

1. INTRODUCTIONS

Professor Peterson started the meeting at 10:38 and everyone introduced themselves to the committee.

2. IMPROVING TEACHING AND LEARNING PLANS FOR THE YEAR

Linda Jorn started by distributing handouts regarding TEL projects for 1998-2000 and providing an update on each.
She said that the 30 grants awarded as part of the TEL Small Grants Program are progressing. Last May, five TEL
Innovation Awards were also distributed. The participants from these two programs will be the presenting for the
TEL Seminar Series, which is a twice per month presentation of grant recipient projects to interested faculty to
promote sharing of expertise.

Linda Jorn moved to the next item, the DMC Instructional Technology Fellowship. She said that this was not able to
start last year, but it will start next summer. It would involve five faculty receiving a fellowship at the DMC to learn
TEL techniques and to serve as mentors in the broader University community. Associate deans seemed favorably to
this project, which would involve the DMC paying 25 - 50% of a faculty member's salary during 2000-01.

Ann Hill Duin joined the meeting and added that COAFES and CLA have started pilot projects this fall involving
intense dialog within a department to answer questions such as what does this mean for the department and how can
TEL goals and college compact goals be aligned. The program involves three people per department from three
departments in each college, for a total of 18 participants who will meet for a five day period this fall.

She then turned to distance education. Last April a memo was sent detailing cost sharing for some of the charges
related to ITV. The college share would be $1200 per credit, so a three credit course would cost an additional $3600
to transmit. Colleges said that they did not have enough time to plan for these additional costs, so funds were found
to cover the subsidy for this year. She then distributed a sheet detailing distance education delivery mode by unit. In
closing, she stated that Executive Vice President and Provost Bruininks has not yet appointed the members of the
Distance Education Task Force.

Bill Peterson said that without central subsidy, it may make cooperative course costs, between UMC and the Twin
Cities, too high for the campus to afford. Currently, there are no hourly fees for ITV use with MnSCU. This might
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force coordinate campuses away from cooperation with the Twin Cities.

Another coordinate campus member agreed that increased fees would be detrimental to many programs being
imported from the Twin Cities.

Ann Hill Duin said that costs versus benefits will need to be weighed as well as centralized versus decentralized
funding.

Bill Peterson said that just in terms of service to this committee, coordinate campus members' time and travel costs
have been saved. Now, instead of that money going into the ITV budget, ITV is just being used for fewer hours.

A member said that the University will need to be experimenting with other options then if ITV will no longer be an
affordable choice.

Q: Was this information collected from people who were registered through distance education?

A: Lists from OIT and DMC were used to contact people in each college working with these programs. This data still
needs to be verified for accuracy. Correspondence courses were not included on this list.

Q: Does this list included web-enhanced courses?

A: No. It is for distance education classes.

Q: If a course is considered distance education, does it need to go through University College?

A: Some programs do and some do not because of decentralization. Many new distance education classes involve a
credential change in a discipline so they are run through a different college.

Q: Is it conceivable that WebCT courses would also have a fee associated with them?

A: Currently, the software price is very reasonable, so there is no reason to pass along this minimal cost. No one can
say never though, since prices can sometimes multiply overnight, and funds might not be available without
instituting a fee.

Ann Hill Duin also said that a policy audit was conducted this summer, which revealed many policies relating to
technology. They have been grouped and each group will be brought to the committee once she has completed work
on it.

Bill Peterson said that another piece is classrooms to keep up with technological advances. It is very discouraging for
faculty to develop material and then not have anywhere to present it to their students.

Ann Hill Duin stated that several million dollars was asked for from the legislature, but only $100,000 was received.
She said that Steve Fitzgerald was hired last spring to deal with the issue of classroom improvements, including
technology.

Q: Are there any solutions to this problem?

A: Wireless might be the solution to solve 75% of classroom issues. The problem is that not enough people can be
connected through wireless at this point. A few pilot classrooms might be started before spring semester.

A committee member said that many times faculty do not understand what is really needed in a classroom. Most are
happy with a chalkboard and an overhead projector that works. Wireless seems to be the way to go.

Before leaving, Ann Hill Duin stated that her service as Vice Provost will end in December. She will then be on
leave until June 2000, and the following academic year she will return to teaching full-time.

Linda Jorn returned to her handout and the Faculty TEL Kit, which was sent to 2,000 faculty. Two sessions have
been held so far, with more planned, to explain the kit and answer faculty questions. Specific training is also
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available for software included on the kit.

Shih-Pau Yen said that he is willing to work with the coordinate campuses to see if the same software cost options
can be offered to them. Support would still need to be handled on each campus.

Q: One problem is putting mathematical typeset material on the web. The only program now available does not work
on Linix. Is there anything else available to help faculty?

A: All software included on the CD involved thinking about the faculty need and if support could be provided. This
will be looked into for possible solutions.

Linda Jorn then said that materials were also included on the TA Web Certification Program. Last year's members
have formed an alumni group and new programs will be offered twice this fall. 10 customized training camps were
also delivered this summer to groups from HHH Institute of Public Affairs, Human Ecology, and GC.

Bill Peterson said that these initiatives are the way that the University needs to be moving. He hopes that the
committee could help these efforts to continue and grow.

3. PEOPLESOFT UPDATE

Since all members of the People Soft project were at a conference, Roberta Armstrong provided a two page handout
to the committee for review. This would be a topic on for discussion at the October meeting.

4. TELEPHONE UPDATE

John Miller said that he had stepped in for Carolyn Parnell three weeks ago and would bring the committee up to
speed on what has been happening since her last report. WTC consultants helped the University with the technical
evaluations from the vendors. The RFI was then limited to five companies: AT&T, US West, NEC, Intecomm, and
Northern Telecomm. Reponses were received from all but NEC.

The University then traveled to talk to the vendors about the products. At the same time, WTC was completing a
financial analysis based on what the University trunking needs are and spreading this over seven years to see what
the total cost of ownership would be, depending on whether the University decided to outsource or buy its own PBX
as the University currently has.

The financial analysis showed that if the University went with a carrier such as US West or AT&T, the initial costs
would be low, but after adding up all the monthly costs, the system total would amount to $64 million. If the
University bought its own PBX, the total would be $29 million over the same seven years.

Currently, Steve Cawley has started to mention this cost at common goods discussions at the University to figure out
how to pay for this new system. The next step is for John to meet with Steve to see what direction to head. It will
take 18 months to replace the current system.

Q: This system would be bought by the University and then paid for by charges. Is it possible that charges would
double? Are there any price estimates yet?

A: It the University would upgrade the system, the cost would be equivalent or slightly more than the current costs.

Q: Has the University been accumulating funds since the last system was paid off two year ago?

A: No. Two years ago a windfall was returned to departments since it is not legal for the University to accumulate a
reserve through charges for capital investments, and then rates were reduced.

Q: If the University purchased its own PBX, but decided to outsource the maintenance, would a smaller support be
possible?

A: Currently, people are split between data and phone maintenance. There is value in the University maintaining its
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own support staff, but no definite decision has been made.

Q: Will this committee have input into this decision and not just provide a rubber stamp at the end?

A: This opinion will be conveyed to Steve Cawley.

Q: What is the next step?

A: An RFI was used to see if the University could find what it needed before conducting an RFP. Support for the
current system ends in 2003, so there is not much time for an RFP.

Q: Is the advisory group still meeting?

A: No, not since WTC finished its work.

Q: What did WTC advise?

A: They did not make any recommendations. They only provided the financial analysis. NTS is now providing a list
of pros and cons for each vendors to Steve Cawley to facilitate a decision.

Q: Can this list be provided to the committee?

A: It will be e-mailed to all members.

Q: What exactly is common goods?

A: The deans are having a discussion of common goods, which includes the data network and Internet access.

Jodie Berg Combs said that each October, OIT provides a common goods item list. Dean Rosenstone is now leading
a task force examining the definition of common goods and how they should be funded.

A committee member said that the phone system needs to simplified so that more faculty members use all the tools
available.

Q: Will the new system allow people to download voicemail onto their home computer?

A: The new voicemail system currently in place can perform this, but it is not available yet since there are no support
people who know the phone and voicemail system.

Q: Where is the University heading in the next 10 years? Maybe a centralized, wired system is not the way to go.
What about voice over IP?

A: Northern Telecomm has mentioned voice over IP, but their system only has 12 phones in it. This will be
negotiated with an vendor that the University chooses for when it is developed. It is a bad time to be buying a
system. If the University could wait five more years, something might be fully developed for the University's use.

Q: Would it be possible for the University to go wireless?

A: Wireless is close, but not on the scale that the University needs. Compatibility between vendors is also something
else that needs to be worked out.

Q: Would the University need to recable?

A: Yes, with some vendors, but none of them would project a cost without spending time at the University. Other
systems would decrease the number of wires from four to two, which regains copper.

Q: Is it possible to do the minimum to maintain the current system to gain time?
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A: It would be possible, but many past solutions were never finished.

5. COMMITTEE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR THE YEAR

The committee discussed the following items that they would like to schedule for upcoming meetings:

More information on the phone upgrade or replacement
PeopleSoft update and problems
Centralized vs. Decentralized funding to pay for support of 'common goods'
Classroom management and Steve Fitzgerald (November)

Professor Peterson thanked everyone for attending and adjourned the meeting at 12:08.

Rebecca Hippert
University Senate


